ALLE SEDI CONSOLARI INTERESSATE

OGGETTO: Copertura Assicurativa per gli invitati di ICTP, Trieste.

Con la presente si conferma che i visitatori invitati presso lo scrivente Centro Internazionale di Fisica Teorica Abdus Salam qualora non appartengano per cittadinanza ai paesi sottoelencati* e giungano in Italia sprovvisti di copertura assicurativa sanitaria, verranno immediatamente coperti con polizza sanitaria idonea e nel rispetto dei parametri normativi previsti dalla legislazione italiana e paesi Schengen. La copertura, valida in tutto il mondo, è stipulata da questo Centro con primario gruppo assicurativo. L'attuale polizza (vedasi allegata dichiarazione) entrerà in vigore dalle ore 00.00 del giorno di arrivo a Trieste del ns. visitatore per protrarsi sino alle ore 24.00 del giorno di partenza dello stesso.

TO THE CONSULATES CONCERNED

SUBJECT: Health Insurance coverage for invitees to the ICTP, Trieste.

This is to confirm that all visitors invited by the Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics, who are not citizens of one of the countries listed below*, and that arrive in Italy without a health insurance will be covered by an appropriate scheme compliant with Italian and Schengen countries laws. The coverage, valid worldwide, is provided by a major insurance company; the present policy (see attached declaration) starts from 00.00 hours of the day of arrival in Trieste and lasts until 24.00 hours on the date of departure.

Trieste, 6 marzo 2020
March 6th, 2020

Sandro Scandolo
Liaison Officer for Italian Affairs

*Lista nazionalita' visitatori per i quali copertura non è offerta da ICTP:
*List of countries for which insurance is not provided by ICTP:
Andorra, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bermuda, Bulgaria, Canada, Channel Islands, Croatia, Czech Rep., Denmark, Dominica,
Faeroe Islands, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Greenland, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Isle of Man, Italy, Japan, Latvia,
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, San
Marino, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States.
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE
COMPLIANT HEALTH AND TRAVEL INSURANCE WITH EUROPEAN VISAS REGULATION

The Swisslife Prévoyance et Santé hereby confirms that the International Centre for Theoretical Physics – i.e. ICTP - has taken out an insurance policy with our Company, referenced under the policy number 5701.0001 to cover the healthcare expenses of their conference visitors, scientists, and their dependants.

The healthcare cover is valid from the 1st July 2020 for the duration of two years, ending on 30th June 2022.

This insurance policy meets all requirements of the EU regulation (EC) N°810/2009 of the European Council and Parliament set up on the 13th July 2009 in order to issue a community code on visa as it comprehends:

- Reimbursement of any expenses which might arise due to medical repatriation, urgent medical attention, emergency inpatient treatment or death
- A cover of health expenses valid worldwide
- A cover of health expenses for the entire period of the visitor’s intended stay
- The mandatory health coverage with an annual ceiling of €56,000 per insured person

Levallois-Perret - France, 3rd March 2020

Thierry Villetelle
Head of International Mobility

Philippe Galas
Head of International Underwriting